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Module 3
Core Focus

Ideas for Home

• Decimal fractions: Introducing thousandths, and rounding
with unequal decimal places

• Talk about the price of
items when shopping. Our
monetary system gives your
child real-world connections
to decimal fractions with
tenths and hundredths.

Introducing thousandths
• Students review how tenths and hundredths decimals are written, and how they
can be represented on a numeral expander, on a number line, and by shading
portions of a large square divided into 100 parts.
• Students extend their understanding to decimal fractions in the thousandths,
visualizing how place value in our number system decreases (always by a factor of
one-tenth) as we move to the right in writing numbers, and increases (always by a
factor of ten) as we move left in writing numbers.
Decimal fractions: Reviewing tenths and hundredths
(number line)

3.2

Step In

Each large square represents one whole.
What decimal fraction would you write
to show the amount that is shaded?

What mixed number would you write?

Glossary

On this number line, the distance between each whole number is one whole.

0

1

2

Where would 1.73 be on this number line?
Whatlesson,
section of thisstudents
number line represents
decimal fractions
that are greater
thanas
1.2 but
less number
In this
use familiar
models,
such
the
than 1.5? What are some numbers you could show in that section?
line and the hundred square, to work with decimal fractions.
Show the position of 1.8 and 1.80 on the number line.
What do you notice about each number’s position? Why does this happen?

Decimal fractions: Recording in expanded form

3.6

Step Up
Step In0.4

1. On this number line, the distance between each whole number is one whole.
Draw a line to show the position of each decimal fraction. Be as accurate
as possible.

How do you say the decimal fraction
on this closed
expander?
0.65
0.8

3

1.05

8

0
1.9

5

What mixed number could you write to match?
How would you describe the value of each digit?
Trina wrote the decimal fraction in expanded form.
She wrote0the expanded form in two diﬀerent ways.1

2
Method B

(3 × 1) + (8 × 0.1) + (5 × 0.001)

0.12
0.20
1.2
Does each method give you the same sum? How do you know?
Why are the hundredths not expanded?

1.40

1.79

♦ 84

Does it matter what order the place
values are expanded?
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d.

♦ 96

× 1) + (

(

5.207

(

8.046

2.179

1

0

0

0.1

one-hundredth

0

0

1

0

0.01

one-thousandth

0

0

0

1

0.001

1
10
1
100
1
1000

Just as a numeral expander
works for values greater
than one, it can also show
multiples of ten that are less
than one.

4

3

9

View these short one-minute
videos to see these ideas
in action.

(

(

× 1) + (

× 0.1) + (

× 0.01) + (

× 0.001)

× 1) + (

× 0.1) + (

× 0.001)

× 1) + (

× 0.01) + (

× 0.001)

× 0.1) + (

× 0.01) + (

www.bit.ly/O1_28
www.bit.ly/O1_18
× 0.001)
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c.

Tenths

0

Helpful video

How could you use David's
method with common fractions?

1.students
Write the missing
numbers. diﬀerent ways to decompose
In this
lesson,
explore
Step
Up
decimal
fractions involving thousandths.
a.
9.164

Fraction Words

Common
Hundredths Thousandths Decimal
Fraction Fraction

Ones

one-tenth

(8 ≈ 0.1) + (3 ≈ 1) + (5 ≈ 0.001)

Does his method give the same sum?

b.

This table shows the
diﬀerent representations
for decimal fractions.

0
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David knew another way to write the decimal fractions in expanded form.
He wrote the decimal fraction like this.
Method C

1

1

(3 × 1) + (8 × 10 ) + (5 × 1000 )
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Method A

• Look up numbers with
decimals related to your
child's favorite sports, like
running or swimming times,
gymnastics or diving scores,
or baseball batting averages.
Practice reading the numbers
aloud, emphasizing words
like tenths, hundredths, and
thousandths.
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Module 3
Unequal decimal places
• Students compare and order decimal fractions with up to three decimal places
(tenths, hundredths, and thousandths), just like they earlier learned to compare
and order whole numbers, using number lines and other visual tools.
• Thinking about where the decimal fractions would be on a number line helps
when comparing, as does imagining a picture (a square divided into tenths
and hundredths).
• Students pay attention to place value to compare like quantities. Comparing
0.6 and 0.583 as thousandths (i.e. 0.600 and 0.583) helps students see that
0.6 is greater than 0.583.
Decimal fractions: Rounding thousandths

3.10

The number line below shows thousandths.
Write the numbers to match the marks that are between 1.39 and 1.40.

Step In

1.38

1.39

1.40

What hundredth is nearest to 1.391? How did you decide?

Ideas for Home
• Race results from your local
high school’s swim and
track meets are reported as
decimal fractions. Ask your
child to read and compare
the athletes’ times.
Glossary
By letting students visualize
where decimal fractions sit
in relation to one another
on a number line, common
mistakes can be avoided,
like thinking that 0.51 is less
than 0.122.

Mark 1.391 on this number line. Be as accurate as possible.

0

1

2

What is the nearest tenth? How do you know?
On this number line, the distance between each whole number is one whole.
Where would you show 1.391?

0

1

2

What is the nearest whole number? How do you know?

In this lesson students round decimal fractions with three-decimal
1. Draw an arrow to show the exact position of each number on the number line.
Up nearest
placesStep
to the
whole
tenth, or hundredth.
Then write
the nearestnumber,
hundredth.
a. 1.384

b. 1.386

c. 1.391

d. 1.394

e. 1.396

1.38

1.39
1.40
Callum’s arm span measures 1.417 m, and Leila’s arm span measures 1.471 m.

Step In
♦ 108
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Decimal fractions: Rounding with unequal decimal places

3.11
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How could you round each length to give approximate lengths?
Should you round to the nearest whole
number or to the nearest tenth? Why?
How would you round each length to the nearest tenth of a meter?
digits will you
look at to helpround
you round decimal
each length? fractions with up to three
In thisWhat
lesson,
students
Victoria
follows these
the lengthwhole
of Callum’s arm
span to the or
nearest
tenth of a meter.
decimal
places
tosteps
theto round
nearest
number
tenth.
1. 4 1 7

1. 4 1 7

1. 4 1 7

First she finds the place
to which she is rounding.

Then she looks at the
next lowest place value.

If the digit in that place
is less than 5 then the
number is rounded down.

What length is Callum’s arm span rounded to?
How could you use Victoria’s strategy to round the length of Leila’s arm span to the nearest tenth
of a meter?
How would you round each arm span to the nearest hundredth of a meter?

Step Up

d.
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g.

j.

♦ 112

1. Round each decimal fraction to the nearest whole number.

4.709

3.6

5.908

7.499

b.

e.

h.

k.

5.32

1.05

6.3

2.099

c.

f.

i.

l.

7.844

8.199

5.01

2.909
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a.
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